
Colorado beats Louisiana-Monroe 89-70 
 
 
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) – Xavier Johnson and Josh Fortune scored 14 points apiece and Colorado beat 
Louisiana-Monroe 89-70 Thursday night in a regional game of the Legends Classic. 
 
Derrick White and George King added 12 points each for Colorado (3-0), which is off to its best start since 
opening the 2012-13 season with six consecutive wins. 
 
It was Colorado's 11th consecutive win at the Coors Events Center. 
 
"We're not where we want to be," White said. "We have to improve individually and collectively. Right 
now, we are 3-0, which was what our goal was to start. We just have to continue to improve." 
 
Jordon Harris had 15 points - all on 3 pointers - to lead Louisiana-Monroe (1-2). Travis Munnings and 
Marvin Jean-Pierre each added 12 points for the Warhawks, who have never beaten Colorado in three 
meetings. 
 
Up by 25 points at the half, Colorado maintained its double-digit lead the rest of the way, going in front by 
27 points on Johnson's layup with 8:10 left. Louisiana-Monroe closed the gap somewhat in the late going 
after Colorado began substituting freely. 
 
King hit two 3-pointers in the opening minutes and helped Colorado break out to a 48-23 halftime lead. 
The Buffaloes led for all but 46 seconds of the period, when the game was briefly tied. 
 
BIG PICTURE 
Louisiana-Monroe: Last time out, in an 80-59 loss to Texas, the Warhawks struggled offensively, 
particularly in the second half and finished by making just 30 percent of their shots from the field. It was 
more of the same against Colorado, only the Warhawks shooting woes surfaced from the outset. They 
converted 25 percent of their shots in the first half before starting to find the range in the second half, 
winding up converting 41.3 percent of their shots. 
 
Colorado: Balanced scoring and depth has been a strength of Colorado in its 3-0 start. Ten of 12 players 
scored in the win over the Warhawks, including all five starters. And the Buffaloes did not let up despite 
their big lead. They kept the offensive pressure on Louisiana-Monroe throughout the game. 
 
IN TOUGH 
Louisiana-Monroe met its match and then some in consecutive losses to Texas and Colorado, and coach 
Keith Richard anticipated the Warhawks would be in tough against the teams, both members of Power 5 
conferences. "We lost five seniors, five very good players from last year's team," he said. "I'm not 
surprised by the final score in both games. These are two good teams. Colorado is really good and 
they're extra special here in Boulder." 
 
MEMORABLE START 
Colorado freshman Bryce Peters, who was suspended for the first two games because of a team rule 
violation, made his first career basket a memorable one. Midway through the first half, he came up with a 
steal and then raced down the court for a breakaway dunk. He finished with nine points, including a 3-
pointer off a feed from White, who rebounded a missed free throw just before the first-half buzzer. 
 
INJURY REPORT 
Colorado junior guard Dominique Collier, who was limited to a few minutes of play Monday night against 
Seattle, could miss four to six weeks with a broken bone in his foot. 


